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PLACEMENT BROCHURE - 2018
To create a vibrant and responsive Institution aimed at attaining outstanding academic levels through inputs of excellence, thereby shaping professionals of tomorrow with the purpose of adding value to society thereby contributing towards nation building.

* To inculcate professional skills in our students to be “Krishna’s and Arjuna’a” of the professional Mahabharata.
* To create a pro-active environment, conducive for overall professional growth.
* Enhance students analytical outlook for strategic decision making in the dynamic Indian and International engineering & business scenario.
* Making professional education, career oriented, challenging and value added.
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It is my privilege to welcome you to the Mangalmay Group of Institutions.

The over decade and a half old, Mangalmay Group of Institutions, represents a diverse student profile with students drawn in from all parts of the country including Delhi NCR, U.P, J&K, H.P, Bihar, Jharkhand, Rajasthan, M.P, Assam, and North East.

In the backdrop of a technology driven and globally focused corporate scenario, the harmonization of the round peg with the round hole and the square peg with square hole is a priority not an option. To meet such a complex demand, we socialize our students through contemporary technological and business trends and practices. Accepting the fact that what is there today will be obsolete tomorrow, we focus on building an engineer's/manager's mind and abilities rather than merely focus on theoretical aspects.

May I then have the pleasure of inviting you to recruit from amongst our talented batch passing out in 2018, with our commitment that they will prove to be assets for your organization.

Best regards,

ATUL MANGAL
Chairman
WHAT SOME OF OUR RECRUITERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT US

Mr. Pankaj Munjal  
MD, Hero Motors  
Vibrant students, faculty as mentors, state-of-the-art infrastructure, dedicated library and multi-user computer labs, all add to the academic ambience and ethos of the campus. My good wishes to Mangalmay.

Mr. Tarun Mehrotra  
HR, Amazon India  
It has always been a pleasure to visit Mangalmay. We appreciate the hard work the institution takes in grooming and creating future business leaders who are passionate, competent, and ready to take any challenge ahead.

Mr. Deepak Baswan  
HR – Tech Mahindra  
After our interactions with students, we perceived a distinct curious and creative bent of mind among them. Contemporary and classic domain knowledge seemed to have laid a strong base, fuelling their ambitions and a passion for excellence. Impressive performance by the students.

Mr. Yogesh Munjal  
MD, Munjal Showa  
Blending local aspirations with global dreams seems to be the Hallmark of Mangalmay way of doing things. I see a bright future for the Institution and wish it the best in its endeavors.

Mr. Wilson Chang  
HR Advisor (India) – Haicheng Vivo Mobile (India) Pvt Ltd  
The students of engineering and management are the wealth of the nation. It was a pleasure to be at Mangalmay and absorb the campus life. The infrastructure and quality of faculty and students is noteworthy. My good wishes to the Institute. Student's quality is good and experience of your college is quiet great. Surely would work with your team in future.

Mr. Deepak Nigam  
HR, Schindler India  
Best co-ordination, quality students, best support team. Hope will visit again and again in the next coming years with this positive feedback.

Mr. Tanmay Bhadri  
Senior Manager - HR, Religare Securities Ltd.  
Loved being part of this campus drive. Well trained staff. Nice campus and good quality of students would love to visit again and again. Would like to visit again.

Mr. Azim Alam  
Associate Director, Droom Technologies  
The distinctive feature that I have seen at the Institute is the level of excellence of commitment that is shown by management, faculty and especially the students. I am sure that in the coming years, this Institute will acquire a national presence.

Mr. Anand R  
Senior VP HR – HCL Tech.  
The course modules are quite impressive and allow the development of creative and innovative business thinking. Best team at Mangalmay. Good luck for future.

Ms. Akshta Makwana  
HR , Asian Paints Ltd.  
Excellent infrastructure and facilities at Mangalmay. Student's knowledge level is up to the mark. Job fair was very well organized.
WHAT SOME OF OUR RECRUITERS HAVE TO SAY ABOUT US

Ms. Karuna Kamath
AGM – HR, Karvy Stock Broking
These young managers came in with high level of confidence and enthusiasm. We are extremely satisfied with the performance of all the graduates and would definitely like to increase our engagement with Mangalmay in the foreseeable future.

Mr. Mayank Chaudhary
HR – Jaro Education
We take extreme pleasure in getting associated with Mangalmay for recruiting graduates. We are very much impressed with the quality of education imparted at the Institute, students’ knowledge and skill level, and the values instilled in them. It was well coordinated drive. I appreciate the efforts of entire team. Good luck.

Mr. Debrishi Kumar
Head HR, AIS Glass India
Good quality of students and exhibited great competence among students. Our visit to Mangalmay Institute was truly fruitful, a vibrant campus with enthusiastic students. Activity is the buzzword and students are either busy in attending lectures, studying in the library, sports or taking part in co-curricular activities.
EMINENT GUEST SPEAKERS

AND VISITORS FROM THE INDUSTRY

Mr. R.K. Khandal
President R&D
India Glycols Ltd.

Mr. Pankaj Dubey
MD & Country Head
Polaris India

Mr. Subodh Kumar
Program Head
Tech Mahindra

Mr. Kapil Vijan
Program Manager - HR
BMW India Retail

Mr. Sandeep Wadhera
Founder & Chairman
SAS India

Mr. Srikant Gunthey
CEO
Techshilla India Pvt. Ltd

Mr. Jatin Narang
CEO
TechAhead

Mr. Abhinav Aggarwal
CEO
Nestkeys Infratech Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Pratik Gupta
CEO
Terasol Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Amit Pandey
COO
Exicom Telesystems Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Prabhat Sinha
CEO
Codemaven Pvt. Ltd.

Mr. Nilanjan Mukherjee
AGM-HR
Relaxo Footwears Pvt. Ltd.

Ms. Nehla Sadaf Azmi
Head Talent Acquisition-North
TCS

Mr. Vinay Sharma
DGM -Production
ITC Ltd.

Mr. R. P. Mehrotra
SR. GM- Marketing
Honda SIEL Power Products Ltd.

Mr. Pawan Srivastava
Manager-HR
Videocon Industries Ltd.

Mr. P.T. Soni
GM - Production
Samsung Electronics Ltd.
- Awarded Best Institute for outstanding placement record in Delhi NCR by Her Excellency Smt. Mridula Sinha, Hon'ble Governor of Goa.
- Awarded CCLA Indian Education Leadership award.
- Awarded Business School of the year by the Academic Insights.
- Awarded Certificate of Appreciation by CETPA Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
- Awarded Top Private B-School by Digital Learning ranking.
- Awarded Certificate of Appreciation by Tata Consultancy Services.
- Awarded most preferred Campus Recruitment partner by Droom Technologies.
- Ranked Top Private B School in India by Business World.
- Awarded Top Private B-School by elets.
- Ranked AAA+ in Top Ranking Engineering institutes in 2018 by Digital Learning India.
- Ranked AAA by Business & Management Chronicle.
- Ranked 'A' in Best B-Schools of India by Business India.
- Ranked 16th in Delhi-NCR by Mail Today (India Today Group).
- Ranked 5th for Management by Amar Ujala and IMRB International Education Survey.
- Awarded the Prestigious "Education Excellence High Impact Award -2016" by Business World Magazine.
- Awarded by All India Technical and Management Council (AITMC) the prestigious “Academic Excellence Award in Technical Education” for Engineering.
The Corporate Resource Division (CRD) is a platform for the synergistic interaction of students of Mangalmay Group of Institutions and Transnational corporate executives.

CRD strives to bolster student's placement in the job market and also offers a wide range of services for the students. Job opportunities are multiplying rapidly and at the same time the job market is getting very competitive.

The Division facilitates the dissemination of information about employment / career opportunities. It helps the students by conducting career guidance sessions handled by experts from industry to identify their interests, values, skills and passions, and to examine the full range of opportunities that might be a right fit for them. Pre - Placement talks and campus interviews are also arranged for the students. The division also plays host to the visiting recruiters. The division has been able to secure coveted jobs for a large number of students in Multinational Companies.
ALUMNI SPEAK

It gives me great pride to say that I have completed my post-graduation from Mangalmay. It is not just a place to earn a degree but to be groomed holistically. These 2 years that I spent here have been a completely enriching experience. I would like to thank the faculty members for being so supportive throughout my journey.

Azharuddin Khan
Haiechang Vivo Mobiles India

It would be difficult to sum up my years of Mangalmay in just few lines. I must say that the learning and exposure which it gives is just commendable. The faculty is just amazing and they stood by you from the first day to the end of placement days. I'll definitely cherish these moments forever. Thank you Mangalmay!!

Rishabh Srivastava
Moody's Corporation

Mangalmay imparts education as per the need of present competitive environment. It is an institution where the emphasis is given on overall development of the student with much priority to academics, personality development and placement training activities so that its graduates can lead the world. Thanks Mangalmay.

Jenu Jayan
Spicejet India Ltd.

All it needs is true guidance, lot of hard work and strong foundation for a person to succeed. Mangalmay gave me a platform to expose my talent, faculty to guide me, which ultimately resulted in my progress. The complete ensemble, including the faculty, infrastructure, industry interface, placement assistance and the soft skill training contributed to make me “Future Ready”. My journey was enormous. Thanks.

Amit Kumar Ojha
Karvy Stock Broking Ltd.

I would always be grateful to the Institute for giving me multi dimensional learning by providing the apt mix of academics, industry exposure, attitude and leadership. The professors are all dedicated experts and are great help in our studies. I will always cherish the feeling of studying at an Institute which focused on career enhancements along with overall skill development.

Girdhar Kumar Prasoon
Safexpress Logistics Ltd.

I was fortunate of being associated with Mangalmay Institutions. I would like to thank the Institute for shaping my career beautifully. They all help their students to do well. This Institute provides numerous opportunities to the students and keeps the students at the highest priority. I really believe that, it is a privilege and I am glad to be a part of Mangalmay.

Divya Mishra
Religare Securities Ltd.

I would like to thank Mangalmay for being so supportive and helpful throughout to develop my personality thereby making me what I am today. The placement team, faculty members and college management have been very helpful and friendly. I wish that the institute goes on doing well and help students achieve their dreams. Thank you all.

Shivaji Singh
Genpact

I was taught the value of a good education and the ways to apply the learned material in practical corporate world. It also challenged me to expand my thinking beyond average and strive for the best. Excellent faculty and an outstanding corporate interface have inspired me to continue learning with an open and positive mind. I really appreciate all its hard work which meant so much to me. Thank you Mangalmay...

Hritik Sharma
Asahi Glass India Pvt. Ltd.
Campus life added flavor to my academic endeavors. A strong Mangalmay USP was the presence of numerous other pursuits, available apart from academics. This helped me to develop a holistic personality, one which is sought of in today's competitive world. When I look back now, I think I have made it… Thanks to all the respected Mentors at Mangalmay.

**Tabishur Rehman**  
**Droom Technologies**

After two years of learning, all the skills and knowledge that I have acquired being a student of Mangalmay made me confident and I was ready to face every challenge of the world. When I look back now, I think I have made it… I stand at this vestibule of success and pride for which I and my teachers worked so hard! Thank you to all the respected Mentors at Mangalmay.

**Ramesh Kumar**  
**Oracle India Ltd.**

I reminisce about my campus days at Mangalmay very often and remember my talented faculty, co-students and well equipped infrastructure, all of which have helped me become what I have become. One's Alma mater occupies a special place in one's heart with a touch of gratitude.

**Nidhi Malhotra**  
**GENPACT**

After two years of learning, all the skills and knowledge that I have acquired being a student of Mangalmay made me confident and I was ready to face every challenge of the world. When I look back now, I think I have made it… Thank, to all the respected Mentors at Mangalmay.

**Ajeet Kumar**  
**Axis Bank**

Mangalmay Institution has very disciplined approach, where every student has the opportunity to groom the overall personality as well as communication skills.

**Manpreet Kaur Oberoi**  
**AON Hewitt**

I am happy that I was part of this Institute. The Institute facilitated my success by providing me with the right platforms to ascend the stairs of success.

**Nikita Dutt Sharma**  
**American Express**

Rather than accepting the norms, we were encouraged to question, to deviate and differ. This coupled with the campus ethos made my stint with Mangalmay a memorable one. I owe a lot to my Institution in my development and the strong foundation it has laid for me to build my career upon.

**Gyan Vardhan**  
**Hero Electric**
“Dare to Dream big” is the credo at the corridors of Mangalmay.

MBA
The MBA Program

Master of Business Administration is a two-year full-time degree course, duly approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India and affiliated to Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam Technical University (formerly, U.P. Technical University), Lucknow.

The MBA program at Mangalmay is well recognized for its high level of practical contents. It is designed to uplift the candidate’s career development prospects and decision-making abilities.

MBA program offers specialization in Marketing, Finance, IT, Human Resource and International Business. The program is administered within the framework of a strong mentoring system replete with fully functional mechanisms of feedback and control.
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- AMIT KUMAR THAKUR
  Finance & IB

- AMRENDRA KUMAR
  Marketing & IB

- AMIT KUMAR
  Marketing & HR

- ANAND KISHOR
  Marketing & HR

- ANJALI YADAV
  Finance & HR

- ASHA RANI
  Finance & Marketing

- BHAWANA SONI
  HR & Finance

- AYUSHI SHARMA
  HR & IT

- BABLU KUMAR YADAV
  Marketing & Finance

- BARUN KUMAR SAH
  Marketing & Finance

- AMIT KUMAR
  MBA

- BNJJILVNBS
  Mba f joh' II S

- BNSFOSBILVNBS
  Mba f joh' JC

- BOKBMIZBEBW
  Gjodbld f' IS S

- BTI BISBOJ
  Gjodbld f' Nbd f joh

- BZVTI JTI BSNB
  JS' JW

- CBCM/WLVNBSIZBE BW
  Nbd f joh' Gjodbld

- CBSVOILVNBSITBI
  Nbd f joh' Gjodbld

- CI BX BOB!P0J
  IS' Gjodbld
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- **DI BOESBIQSBLBTI**
  - JC! !Gbodf

- **DI I PWULVNBJS**
  - Gbodf !" I Nbdf yoh

- **HBOE I BSWTI BSNB**
  - Nbdf yoh! !Qspevdypo

- **I NFTI !TSJABTUBWB**
  - Pq! dbypo! !S

- **JUFLI BS!BI NBE**
  - Gbodf !" I Nbdf yoh

- **LBSBOITJDHI**
  - Gbodf !" !JC

- **LFTI FW**
  - I S! !Nbdf yoh

- **LPQBMTI BSNB**
  - Gbodf !" !S

- **LI VTI BMVNBSTJOI B**
  - Nbdf yoh! !S

- **MBTI NFFLBOUTI VLMB**
  - Gbodf !" !Nbdf yoh
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- NPQJBMWNBM
- IS' LW

- OBNBUBTJOHI
- Gobodf ' Il S

- OBODZWFSNB
- Gobodf ' Il S

- OFIBISHIQJSJ

- OFIBISHIFJSF
- Gobodf ' Il S

- OJFTITIBSNB
- Nbd f joh' LC

- QSBKLVNB
- Gobodf ' Il S

- QEVTILVNB
- I S' Gobodf

- QBZBMZBEBW
- Gobodf ' Il S

- QFVTLVNB
- I S' Gobodf

www.mangalmay.org
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

QSBCI BUIC VTI BO
- Qbobdf f' !Nbsd f yoh

QS.ZBOLB1WFSNB
- Qbobdf f' !! S

QVTI LBSILVNBBS
- Nbd f yoh' !Qbobdf

SBKBUISBOKBO
- Nbd f yoh' !! S

SBKJMLVNBBSIPZ
- ! S' !Qbobdf

SBLFTI LVNBBSIZBEBW
- Nbd f yoh' !Qbobdf

SFOBITJDIB
- ! S' !Nbsd f yoh

TBNBLTI ISBTUPHJ
- Qbobdf f' !! S

TBVSBCI IQVSX BS
- Nbd f yoh' !Qbobdf

TI BI CB[ II VTTBJD
- Nbd f yoh' !Qbobdf
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

- TI MOBILVNBSJ
  - Nbd f yoh!" !Gobofd

- TI PFC!BOTBSJ
  - Gobofd!"!Nbd f yoh

- TI VCI BN!DI BVI BO
  - Gobofd!"!Nbd f yoh

- TI VCI BN!ILVNBSI
  - TSB\NBTUBWB
  - Nbd f yoh!"!JU

- TI VTI BOU
  - Gobofd!"!Nbd f yoh

- TI JU JI BSNB
  - Gobofd!"!Nbd f yoh

- TVNJU!TI BSNB
  - Gobofd!"!Nbd f yoh

- TVNJIZBEBW
  - Nbd f yoh!"!S

- TVSLI BIUFPUB
  - Nbd f yoh!"!S

- UBVGRVF!BI NBE
  - Gobofd!"!Nbd f yoh

www.mangalmay.org
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

VANDANA SHARMA
HR & Finance

VIKASH KUMAR SINGH
Marketing & HR

VIKRAM KUMAR
Finance & HR

VIKASH KUMAR SINGH
Marketing & HR

VINISH VISHAL
Marketing & Finance

VIRENDRA VIKRAM
HR & Marketing

VISHAL RAJPOOT
Finance & Marketing

YOGESHWAR CHOUDHARY
Marketing & Finance
“Dare to Dream big” is the credo at the corridors of Mangalmay.
Mechanical Engineering

The Mechanical Engineering branch caters to areas such as Automobiles, Railways, Aviation, Maintenance, Non-Conventional Energy Resources, Hydro-Power Plants, Textile, Petroleum and a variety of other Industries both in Private and Public Sector. At MIET, the Department of Mechanical Engineering is well equipped in terms of infrastructural facilities with well established Workshop and Lab. facilities.

Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering involves the construction and development of Public Transportation System, Roads, Bridges, Dams, Tunnels, Airports etc., There is a huge demand for Civil Engineers in India and abroad and it is also expected to get a boost as the country gets ready to upgrade its infrastructure with its growing Economic and Political clout in the World. The Program content includes Lab. training to leverage practical inputs.

Electronics and Communication Engineering

Under this discipline, one can work in different areas like Core Electronics, Embedded Systems, and Communication Industry like Telecom, Digital Signal Processing, Microprocessors and Manufacturing. Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering is also equipped with Electronics equipment.

Computer Science & Engineering

The Computer Science & Engineering Program enables students form a sound conceptual knowledge of subject areas as diverse as Software Engineering to Grid and Cloud Computing and has a competitive edge in Information Technology and related technologies. We also support the students with practical inputs through our advanced Lab. facilities.
B.TECH. STUDENT’S PROFILE

ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

DURGA PRASAD
ECE

RAJAN KUMAR
ECE

- EVSHB!QSBTBE!
  - CI BOEBSJ
  - FDF

- SBKBOILVNBS
  - FDF
B.TECH. STUDENT’S PROFILE

CIVIL ENGINEERING

SUNIL KUMAR PASWAN

CE

TVQMLVNBS1QBTXBO

DF

B.TECH. STUDENT’S PROFILE

SUNNY KUMAR

CE

TVQOZLNBS

DF

www.mangalmay.org
B.TECH. STUDENT’S PROFILE

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

AKASH KASANA

ME

ASHUTOSH YADAV

ME

KRISHNA KUMAR VERMA

ME

MANISH KUMAR TIWARI

ME

MD SAIFURRAHMAN

ME

NASEEM AHMAD

ME

NEERAJ KUMAR

ME

ROHIT KUMAR

ME

SANDEEP KUMAR MISHRA

ME

SATARUPA BANDYOPADHYAY

ME
B.TECH. STUDENT’S PROFILE

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

SHOEB AKHTAR
- TI PFC!BL! UBS
- NF

SHUBHAM SINGH
- TI VCI BN!TJDHI
- NF

YUSUF ALI
- ZTVG!BMJ
- NF

www.mangalmay.org
B.TECH. STUDENT’S PROFILE

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Aakash Atale
Aalok Kumar
Aamir Jamal
Abhishek Kumar Sharma
Aditya Parmar
Akash
Akhtar Raza
Aman Tomar
Aman Singh Rawat
Amardeep Kumar
Amit Kumar Roy
Amit Kumar
Amrendra Kumar Pandey
Anand Kumar
Anjalee Prasad
Ankit Kumar
Ankita Singh
Archana Tripathi
Arjun Gupta
Arpit Choudhary
Ashif Raza
Asif
Avinash Kumar
Avinash Kumar
Avnish Kumar
Ayushi Jaiswal
Bablu Tiwari
Bhagya Shree
Chanchal Sharma
Chandni Malik
Chaudhary Jyant Rajeev Kumar
Deeksha Dhiman
Deepika Chaudhary
Dipankar Chauhan
Dushyant Sharma
Faisal Khan
Faizyaz Ali
Hardik Gupta
Hemant Joshi
Hibron Kumar Dongri
Himanshu Nagar
Himanshu Singh
Iftekhar Ahmad
Inamul Haque
Kapil Yadav

Komal Chauhan
Kumar Vivplaw
Kumar Shivam
Lovepreet Shingh
Mandvi Gupta
Manish
Manish Pal
Manoj Maurya
Md Arbaz Alam
Md Arshad
Md Hamid Rza
Md Modassir
Md Rizwan
Md Tahsin Raza
Md Zafar Ali
Moh Imran
Mohd Tariq
Mohd Ikram Khan
Mohd Saif Ali
Mohd Suhaile
Mohit Sharma
Mohit Sharma
Mukul Dev
Narendra Kumar Sharma
Navneet Kumar Mishra
Nidhi Kumari
Nidhi Kumari
Pooja Kumari
Poornam Tiwari
Pratip Ray Singh
Pragy Anand
Prince Kumar
Prince Raj
Prince Kansal
Priyanka Kumari
Priyanshu Bhargava
Punit Tanwar
Rakhi Chauhan
Reetu Kumari
Rishabh Rao
Rishabh Kumar Chaudhary
Ritesh
Rohit Singh
Roshni
Rukksar Qureshi

Sagar
Sagar Brolia
Sahil Bhati
Shail Hasija
Saket Kumar
Sakshi Punia
Sanjeev Gangwar
Saryu Jamwal
Saurabh Chauhan
Saurab Kumar
Saurav Kumar
Saurav Kumar
Server Khan
Shailesh Kumar Pathak
Shashank Pandir
Shashank Tripathi
Shivam Chauhan
Shivam Kumar
Shivam Sharma
Shreya Keshri
Shubham Malik
Shweta Nagar
Smiti Sharma
Sonam Kumari
Sudhanshu Pathak
Suhanshi Priya
Sumit Bhati
Sunil Dharikar
Sunil Maurya
Syed Tawha Aziz
Tanuj Kumar
Uzane Qayoom Wani
Vabhaav Dixit
Viduth Bhal
Vijay Bhati
Vikash Bhati
Vinod Bhati
Vishal Sharma
Vishal Dhiman
Vishal Keshari
Vivek Ranjan
Vivek Kumar Soni
Yash Kumar
Yawer Hussain
Vinita
Aprajita Joshi
Hema Chauhan
Nikita Sangwan
Suman Khushwaha
Priti Kumari
Lawanya Sinha
Deepa Chauhan
Swati Chauhan
Avantika Singh
Harshit Srivastava
Sachin Kumar
Gulnaz
Shagufta
Tejpal Singh
Rajandeep
Saniya Ansari
Dolly Karki
Aysharya
Kamna Tiwari
Kamna Tiwari
Trisha